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User Manual 
    Aura 2 Win Jackpot Bonus  
  Coin Pusher Game Machine 
 

 
 

 
To let you can fully, reasonable and safely use the machine, please read this manual 
carefully.May it can give you a good guide, I wish you success this way!

▲Alarm: Pease carefully read the user manual before use and install the machine. 
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The machine features： 
1. Can work/ticket; 
2. New amusement machine play, stimulate, extremely rich leisure       
entertainment; 
3. Design beautiful generous, bright colors, exquisite design and fine 
material; 
4. Using large scale integrated circuit, the built-in program, performance 
stable and reliable; 
5. Choose imported lottery machine, to adapt to the general type of lottery 
6. Revenue is adjustable, game scores, awards a number of parameters, 
such as adjustable 
 

  
 
 
 

1. Please read the following provisions before use this machine: 
In order to ensure the safe use of this product, please read the following provisions in advance before 

use. the following provisions is suitable for user, maintenance personal and equipment managers. set 

up this product well according to the indication after carefully read these provisions. at any time 

should read this provision if necessary. 

 

● Cut off the power when maintenance or repair the machine. 

In order to aviod a short-circuit, the personal in contact with the machine's inner device should cut 

off the power in advance. if this operation requires a power supply connected, should comply with 

the user manual's requirement. 

● Ensure to choose the righ accessory when replace the devices. 

Function features 
 

Safe guide 
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The use of of incorrect accessory may result in the fire-disaster or short-circuit, damage 

motherboard and devices. 

● Do not arbitrarily dismantle, assembly, change equipment. 

It may result in fire-disaster or short-circuit, mechanical failure and so on. 

● Assure to meet the manufacturer’s requirement when move, flip and 

transportation etc. 

Unbending move, flip, transportation by man may damage the mechanical performance. 

● This machine is suitable to use in indoor, unsuitable to use in 
outdoor. 
It affect the machine’s performance when use outdoor. 

● Do not use the machine in following place. 

★ Aleak or humid place 

★ Close to the high-temperature place 

★ Close to the dangerous object place 

★ Slick or unstable place 

★ Close to the equipment easy to spark 

★ Serious vibration place 

★ Dusty environment. 

● Do not place on the machine with vase, cap, container etc full of water. 

Overflow liquid would result in the machine’s short-circuit and damage the devices, chemical 

objects would deprave the machine, Altitude falling litter would hurt the body and damage machine. 

● Do not place any objects in front of the machine’s vent. 

The machine’s temperature will turn high when the vent is shielded. 

● The power cord can not be suppressed. 

It will result in short circuit and fire disaster. 
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● When dram the power cord from the socket, should catch the head of 

the power cord and draw out. Do not catch the power cord to draw out. 

It will damage the power cord, result in short circuit and fire disaster. 

● Do not draw out the power cord with humid hands。 

Or it will result in electric shock and hurt the body. 

● Do not stretch, twist and fold the power cord with heavy force. Do not 

reveal the power cord close to the high temperature objects. 

All above behavior will damage the power cord, result in short circuit and fire disaster. 

● Power cord can not be easily kicked or touched by person. 

It will hurt the body and damage the machine. 

● Use the correct voltage and fuse (refer to the technical parameter ) 

Use other standard voltage will result in short circuit and fire disaster, use the unqualified fuse will 

damage the machine, result in fire disaster. 

 

● Do not arbitrarily repair the machine 。 

It will result in fire disaster or operation out of control etc failure. 

2. Technical Parameter  

(1)、Work voltage：AC220V±10％； 

(2)、Power Supply：250W 

(3)、Measurement：W1408×D1028×H2300mm； 

(4)、Environment condition：Temperature range:–10℃～+40℃，Humidity:

≦90℅；Atmospheric pressure：86kpa∽+106kpa; 
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3.Attach Accessory List 
 
In order to correct use this machine, please careful check the following accessory after you open 
the package. 
 
(1) Host one set                
(2) Maintenance accessory one set, list as following: 
No. Name Specification Quantity Unit Picture 

1 
User 

manual 
 1 piece  

2 Power wire 1．5 meter 1 piece  

3 Fuse 5A  piece 
 

    4 Key 3157      1    piece  

5 key 3172 1 piece  

6 Infrared 
detection 

 1 piece  

7 Voice 
sensor 

 1 piece  
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1．Light box； 

2．Loudspeaker 

3．Coin-dropping area； 

4. Coin-insert mouth； 

5. Press button； 

6. Lottery export mouth； 

7. Coin-box。 

5. install, fixation and movement 
(1). This machine is suitable to use in indoor, unsuitable to use in outdoor. 

  It will affect the machine’s performance when use outdoor. 
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2. place range size: 

  The machine should be placed in the following size. There is sufficient space 

to keep the air flow. The machine’s cooling effect will better. 
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  (3) Do not use the machine in the following place. 

1. Place make machine generate water or high humidity place. 

2. Place close to the high temperature objects. 

3. place close to the dangerous objects. 

4. Slick or unstable place 

5. close to equipment easy to spark. 

6. Serious vibration place 

7. Dusty environment  

(4). Notice when movement. 

1.Cut off the power in prior of movement and draw out the power cord  wire. 

      2. Please change the castors when the castors can’t move while move. 

3. Unbending move, flip, transportation by man may damage the 
mechanical performance. 

4. Assure to meet the manufacturer’s requirement when 
move,flip and transportation etc. 

 

6. Wire-connection method 
 

1 插座 
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Attention: 

1. The power cord can not be suppressed, It may result in short circuit 

or fire disaster. 

      2．When dram the power cord from the socket, should catch the head of the 

power cord and draw out. Do not catch the power cord to draw out. 

      3． Do not draw out the power cord with humid hands 

      4． Do not stretch, twist and fold the power cord with heavy force. Do 

not reveal the power cord close to the high temperature objects 

      5．Power cord can not be easy kicked or touched by person. 

      6．Use the correct voltage and fuse (refer to the technical parameter ) 

7. How to play  

1．Insert coin, the coin go into the turning  circle through the 

bridge； 

2．When coin into the turning  circle, then win the second prize  

3．The turning turn round, press the “STOP button” to get the 

corresponding coin(s)； 

4． Connect with the coin-counting device, then can get the coin-out 

function;  

5. When adjust to the ticket out function, then can set the 

corresponding out-ticket number. 

6． Earning adjustable by the owner  ； 

7．The bridge’s speed can be adjustable； 

8. out cion/out tickets/ out cion&out ticket  three mod can be select; 

9. Immediately out tickets or out tickets long time press the button  two mod can be select; 

Note: the ticket-counting device should be connected when use the 

ticket out function. 
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8.Parameter setting: 
   Press “main menu”, “Sub menu”, “Sub menu”,”+”,”-”(The buttons on the front door), Need a    

few buttons to set parameters. 

1) long time press "menu" button  into  set the parameters project selection,  Continuous press 

Can choose the Parameters project ”F01 - F16” ,TEST selection “T01-T03”, Press the "menu" 

button to exit setup, 

2) Enter the "main menu" interface, then press “Sub menu” button into selectiong the sub menu 

item 

A) parameter selection 

   F01: Scores of group selection (1-8)  (default is 1); 
    F02: Gain control (1－40%)  (default is 20%); 

    F03:  minimum ticket (0 to 10) (default is1); 

    F04:  Push push down the cion , Each game coin exchange tickets（0－25）(default is 8); 

    F05:   JP_data; (50-200) (default is 50); 

F06:  JP+ （0－3） (default is 3) 

0 (JP number does not follow currency for accumulation）； 

1 put  into the one  coin slot and JP corresponding plus 1; 

2 put  into the two  coin slot and JP corresponding plus 1; 

    F07:   The median stay time (0 to 10 s)（default Settings 5s）; 

    F08:   Credit card set(1-10) (the machine is used when need a credit card device)（default 1）; 

    F09:    Ticket point set（1-2）（default  1）; 

1 mean 1 points out 1 ticket; 
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2 mean 2 points out 1 ticket; 
    F10:   out ticket/out cion select （default  0） 

0：out coin  model; 
1:  out ticket mode; 

F11:   language Settings 

F12:   aoto press stop time (5 to 60);（default 10）; 

To set the time if there is no stop action, the machine to produce stop action. 

F13:  after rotary award In addition to multiple reward the tickets (The winning numbers and set multiple 

multiplication is the tickets to player )（default  10）; 
F14:  ticketa out  control when win Rotary Award（default 20）; 

F15:  JP limit (JP accumulative maximum limit);（default 200）; 

F16:  Immediately out ticket& after press long time out tickets 

（default 1，after press long time out tickets）; 

B  Test  selection 
T01 input test; 
T02 output test; 
T03 music test; 

Note: together press SERVICE + TEST key (on the motherboard) then turn on power ,all data 
will reset  the default Settings; 

 

 

 

 

 

9. Main boad components distributing instruction 
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10. Machine’s motherboard  test method: 
 
Test program enter:  

When the machine is working, press “Test” button on 

the motherboard then enter into the test program; 

(press one more time again then quit) 

 

1.Digital Display "t01"1 second later, stop at 

8.7.6.5.4.3.2.1.and 87654321 

     Test the digital tube; 

2.Press “Service” one time, display "t02"1 second, and 

stop at "2222xxxx/2222xxxx"; 

     Test DIP1-3 dial condition : display at between 

1-3 digital tube; 

3. Press “Service “ for one time again, display "t03"1 

second, and stop at "3333xxxx/3333xxxx"; 

     Test input: at <1>1-2,3-4/<2>1-2,3-4 dynamic 
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display have input Code to enter; 

4. Press “service” one time again, after it displays 

“t04” for one second, stop at "4444xxxx/4444xxxx" 

     Test output 1: same like the input test,the 

corresponding Number are out 

5. Press “service” one time again, after it displays 

“t05” for one second, stop at "555555xx/555555xx"; 

     Test output 2: all OUT1-48 chasing light output; 

6.Press “Service” for one more time, display "t06"1 

second, and stop at "666666xx/66666666"; 

    Test music: press I02,it displays music code at 

XX, at the same time, play this music code one time. 

7. In the progress of test, press ” Test” button one 

time again, exit the test. 

 
10.The mode select 
The machine has three models: 

1. Pure out currency mode Settings: 
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The coin motor export must outwards , will push plate of the money 

directly to the players.    

1）Parameter setting  COINS/ticket mode (F10):  set to 1 

2）Parameter setting minimum ticket (F03):   set to 0 

3）Parameter setting (F04): set to 0;  

4）Parameter setting (F13): set to 0; (into wheel win tickets) 

2. The Out Tickets model setup instructions 

The coin motor mouth toward the inner, Push out money, sent to the coin box. 

and Andexchange the corresponding votes to game player 

1) Parameter setting  COINS/ticket mode (F10):  set to 0 

2) the Parameter F03/F04/F13 according to actual needs, set up; 

3. The drawer/ticket mixed mode setup instructions; 

The coin motor export must outwards , will push plate of the money 

directly to the players   

1) Parameter setting  COINS/ticket mode (F10):  set to 0 ; 

2) The parameter F03, F04, F13 according to actual needs, set up; 
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11. The data clear instructions 
Open the machine door, hold the ticket machine” tickets repair” button , 

can clear fault code and out ticket or out cion . Hold the repair button for a 

long time to clear the digital tube display data; 

 

12. Fault description 
1) HELP: lack of ticket digital tube display; 

According to the repair button after loading ticket 

2) ER1: giving money motor fault or lack of currency; 

Check whether the work on the motor is stuck; 

3) ER2: work motor fault; 

Check whether the motor is stuck.Or infrared 

Light eye detection fault; 

4) ER3: work motor fault; 

Check whether the motor is stuck.Or infrared 

Light eye detection fault; 

5) the coin into the hole, don't enter awards 

A) check whether the ir is normal; 

B) with the host communication is normal; 
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6) black screen: 

A) check whether the CPU power supply startup;Power supply box green 

line and black line on the nipple To start the power supply box; 

B) check whether the display is connected; 

C) system mainboard is launched;If didn't start 

Sub motherboard PW jump needle then disconnect;After start the 

motherboard Use the keyboard to enter BOIS Settings, set the power to 

boot automatically start 

 

 

                       END! 

                      Thank You 

            HOMING AMUSEMENT AND GAME MACHINE CO.,LTD 

                       2017.12.20 


